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Abstract—Spatial information describes the relative spatial
position of an object in a video. Such information may aid several
video analysis tasks such as object, scene, event and activity
recognition. This paper studies the effect of spatial information
on video activity recognition. The paper firstly performs activity
recognition on KTH and Weizmann videos using Hidden Markov
Model and k-Nearest Neighbour classifiers trained on Histogram
Of Oriented Optical Flows feature. Histogram of Oriented Optical
Flows feature is based on optical flow vectors and ignores any
spatial information present in a video. Further, in this paper,
a new feature set, referred to as Regional Motion Vectors is
proposed. This feature like Histogram of Oriented Optical Flow
is derived from optical flow vectors; however, unlike Histogram
of Oriented Optical Flows preserves any spatial information in
a video. Activity recognition was again performed using the two
classifiers, this time trained on Regional Motion Vectors feature.
Results show that when Regional Motion Vectors is used as the
feature set on the KTH dataset, there is a significant improvement
in the performance of k-Nearest Neighbour. When Regional
Motion Vector is used on the Weizmann dataset, performances
of the k-Nearest Neighbour improves significantly for some of
the cases and for the other cases, the performance is comparable
to when oriented optical flows is used as a feature set. Slight
improvement is achieved by Hidden Markov Model on both
the datasets. As Histogram of Oriented Optical Flows ignores
spatial information and Regional Motion Vectors preserves it, the
increase in the performance of the classifiers on using Reginal
Motion Vectors instead of Histogram of Oriented Optical Flows
illustrates the importance of spatial information in video activity
recognition.

I. INTRODUCTION

SPATIAL information describes the physical position of an
object and its spatial relationship to other objects. It plays

a crucial role in video activity recognition and may be very
useful in differentiating between static and mobile activities.
Mobile activities are activities where a person performing the
activity moves along the field of view and static activities are
activities where the person performing the activity remains
at one place. Spatial information provides the position of a
person and thus considering spatial information while activity
recognition is expected to aid differentiation between static and
mobile activities.

The importance of spatial information has also been studied
by a group of researcher in Amsterdam [1]. According to them,
the spatial extent of an object depends on the object to be
classified itself. Spatial extent captures contextual information
and for some objects the spatial extent is the whole scene
whereas for some the extent is to a specific rigid boundary.

For identifying functionalities such as walking or jumping, the
more the context, the better it is. For identifying objects such
as a car, a plane or a bus, the context is the object only.

In video activity recognition literature spatial information is
often captured by various local space-time features as defined
in [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11] and [12]. These
local space-time features capture frame-wise spatial informa-
tion by first detecting interest points with either interest point
detectors (Harris detector, Hessian detectors, edge detector,
corner detectors) or various sampling methods (dense sampling
[13] or motion adaptive sampling [14]) for each frame, then
spatio-temporal regions are defined around all the detected
points in each frame and finally the spatio-temporal regions
are described using one of the local space-time features. Other
attempts to capture spatial information is contextual bag of
words (CBOW) [15] and BOW with spatial pyramid [16]. Both
[15] and [16] are extensions of the bag of words(BOW) feature
set. BOW is a frequency based feature set which was initially
used for text classification where it represents the occurrence of
words in a text document. It has now been adapted in computer
vision where it represents a video by counting the occurrence
of a visual word in the video. Thus, BOW is a frequency based
descriptor and it ignores any spatial relationship between the
visual words. The extensions [15] and [16] were proposed to
incorporate the missing spatial relationship explicitly in BOW.

Following the local space-time approaches this paper pro-
poses a new feature set to preserve spatial information in
activity recognition data. The new feature set, referred to
as regional motion vectors (RMV), is based on optical flow
vectors. Evaluation of the new set on KTH videos shows signif-
icant improvement in classification accuracy when compared
with histogram of oriented optical flows (HOOF), an existing
optical flow based feature set which does not preserve spatial
information. The new feature set has also been assessed on the
Weizmann dataset.

The next section (Section II) explains the proposed method-
ology, followed by the similar work section (Section III), the
experimental setup section (Section IV), the results section
(Section V), the conclusion (Section VI) section and finally
the future works section (Section VII).

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

In this paper a new feature set based on optical flow vectors
has been proposed. The new feature set is derived such that it
preserves the spatial information present in a video. RMV was
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derived by dividing a frame f of resolution n ×m into sub-
regions using a grid of resolution r× s, adding the magnitude
of the optical flow vectors in each sub-region, and normalising
the sum of RMVs to unity. Thus the overall relative motion ψ
of a sub-region SR(a,b) in a frame was computed as shown in
Equation 1

ψ(SR(a,b)) =
ar∑

i=(a−1)r+1

bs∑

j=(b−1)s+1

|OFV (i, j)|/N, (1)

where,
a ∈ {1, 2, · · · , nr},
b ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,ms},
nr = ⌊n

r
⌋,

ms = ⌊m
s
⌋,

OFV (i, j): Optical Flow Vector of the ith row and jth

column,
SR(a,b): a sub-region SR(a,b),
N : normalisation constant.

Equation 1 was applied to all the sub-regions in a frame, thus
producing a column vector Ψt as shown in Equation 2:

Ψt = {ψ(SR(a,b))}, a ∈ {1, 2, · · · , nr}, b ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,ms},
(2)

where,
ψ(SR(a,b)): the motion of sub-region SR(a,b).

All such Ψt were concatenated to form the RMV feature set
(Equation 3):

RMV = {Ψ1,Ψ2, · · · ,ΨT }. (3)

In this method, spatial information was preserved in the
videos by dividing a frame into several sub-regions SR(a,b),
a ∈ {1, 2, · · · , nr} and b ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,ms}. As the sub-
regions were spatially correlated, any information extracted
from these regions inherited the spatial relationship from the
regions. Thus, the spatial information was not lost.

The next section (Section III) describes some of the ex-
isting features that are similar to the feature proposed in this
paper.

III. SIMILAR WORK

Histogram of oriented optical flow (HOOF) proposed by
Chaudhary et al. in [4] is a widely used feature set for video
activity recognition. It is similar to RMV because both of
them are calculated from raw optical flow vectors; however,
unlike RMV, HOOF does not divide a frame into sub-regions.
To extract HOOF, firstly optical flow vectors are calculated
using either Horn-Schunck or Lucas-Kanade algorithm, then
the flow vectors are binned into ninety angular bins, ranging
from −180◦ to +180◦, according to their orientation and
finally, the magnitude of the vectors in each of the bins is
summed. Thus, while HOOF is a measure of motion in some
specified directions (defined by the angular bin range) in each

frame, RMV is a relative measure of motion of each sub-
region in a frame. Also, while any spatial correlation among
the flow vectors is lost in HOOF due to the binning strategy
which ignores the spatial positioning of the flow vectors, RMV
preserves such correlation by dividing a frame into several
spatially correlated sub-regions.

Another feature set for representing a video which is
very similar to the feature set proposed in this paper is the
feature proposed by Janez Pers et al. in [11]. Similar to RMV
proposed here, derivation of their representation also included
dividing a frame of a video into various sub-regions. However,
after the division, they calculated HOOF in each of the sub-
regions unlike ours where only the relative motion of each
of the sub-regions was calculated. Further, they converted the
calculated HOOFs into a sequence of symbols and their final
representation of a video was a sequence of symbols, the
final representation of our method was a sequence of relative
motions of various sub-regions in each frame of a video. Perz
et al. proposed a frequency based representation of videos
whereas this paper proposes a motion based representation of
videos.

Raw optical flow vectors have also been used to derive
space time appearance (STA) descriptor proposed in [17].
The computation of STA descriptors in [17] commenced by
detecting interest regions in a video and then, the detected
regions were divided into sub-regions. Dense optical flow
vectors were calculated using the Farneback and TV-L1 op-
tical flow algorithms and grid histograms representing the
distribution of the optical flow vectors were computed in
each sub-region. Grid histograms were concatenated to form
the grid vectors and a weighted average of the grid vectors
formed the order one STA (STA1) descriptors. Order two STA
(STA2) descriptors were then obtained by combining the grid
histograms to form component vectors and then binning the
component vectors into k2 bins. The final feature was obtained
by concatenating the STA2 descriptors into a vector. The only
similarities between STA and RMV are the division of interest
regions into sub-regions and use of optical flow vectors. While
STA is again a frequency based approach which represents
the distribution of optical flow vectors upto two orders, RMV
does not represent any such distribution and only measures the
motion of sub-regions in a frame.

While the features proposed in [11] and [17] preserve
spatial information, HOOF in [4] does not preserve any spatial
information. As the main aim of the proposed method was to
preserve the spatial information in video data to aid activity
recognition, the effectiveness of the proposed method has been
studied by comparing its performance only with HOOF. HOOF
is a feature set derived from optical flow vectors without
any spatial information and the proposed method (RMV) is
a feature set again derived from optical flow vectors but
with spatial information. Thus, a comparison between the
two methods is expected to illustrate the effectiveness of
the proposed method as well as the importance of spatial
information in video activity recognition.

The next section (Section IV) describes the experimental
setup for comparing both the methods.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

RMV and HOOF were tested on videos from the KTH
dataset [18] and the Weizmann dataset [19].

The KTH dataset is a video dataset consisting of six
different human actions, namely boxing, hand-waving, hand-
clapping, jogging, running and walking. These six actions
were performed by twenty five subjects under four different
scenarios: outdoors, outdoors with varying scale, outdoors with
subjects wearing a variety of clothes and indoors. All the
videos were taken over homogenous backgrounds with a static
camera and a frame rate of twenty five frames per second. For
this study, each video of this dataset was further divided into
four sub-videos, and therefore, with twenty five people, six
actions, four scenarios and four sub-videos, there are in total
2400 sub-videos in the dataset. Out of these, 120 sub-videos
of each action were selected randomly, thus providing a total
of 720 sub-videos for experimentation.

The Weizmann dataset [19] contains nine people per-
forming ten different actions: gallop, jump, walk, run, gallop
sideways, bend, one hand waving, jumping jack,two hand
waving, jumping in place and skip. The actions were recorded
at a resolution of 180× 144.

For both the datasets in this study, the optical flow vectors
for deriving HOOF were obtained using the Lucas-Kanade
algorithm [20]. The optical flow vectors were then sorted into
ninety angular bins, each 4◦ wide, collectively covering the
full angular range from −180◦ to 180◦. The magnitudes of
the optical flow vectors in each bin were added to produce
a ninety dimensional optical flow vector (or histogram) for
each frame. Thus for a T frame sequence, we get a 90 × T
dimensional matrix referred to as HOOF. Principle component
analysis was then used to reduce the data dimension to five,
eight, twelve and sixteen.

For deriving regional motion vectors (RMV) feature set,
the Lucas-Kanande algorithm was used to compute frame-wise
optical flow vectors where each vector again had two dimen-
sions - the magnitude and direction. Then, for the KTH dataset,
instead of the angular bins, each frame was divided into sub-
regions SR(a,b), a ∈ {1, 2, · · · , nr} and b ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,ms}
by using a patch of resolution r = 10 by s = 20. As the
resolution of each frame was n = 120 by m = 160, so, each
frame was divided into (120/10) ∗ (160/20) = 96 regions.
The vectors in each of these regions were grouped into one
bin and their magnitudes were added. Vector sum of these
vectors could also have been considered. However, as there
was no significant difference, only the results obtained using
magnitude have been listed. The value of r and s (size of the
patch) could also have been varied. However, the size of the
patch was chosen such that the number of bins was near to
ninety - the number of bins in HOOF. To summarize, RMV
produced a 96× 1 dimensional column vector for each frame,
and for a sequence of T frames, a 96×T dimensional matrix.
This matrix was known as regional motion vectors (RMV).
Principle component analysis was again used to reduce the
data dimension to five, eight, twelve and sixteen.

Similarly, RMV features for the Weizmann action videos
were obtained by dividing each frame into sub-regions instead
of angular bins. Again, a patch was used for the purpose,
however, with a different resolution. The resolution of the

patch used was r = 18 by s = 16 and since, the resolution of
the frames were n = 180 by m = 144, 90 × 1 dimensional
column vector was produced for each frame. For a sequence
of T frames, 90× T dimensional RMV matrix was produced.
The dimension of the matrix was reduced to five, eight, twelve
and sixteen using principal component analysis.

Once HOOF and RMV features were extracted, they were
used with k-nearest neighbour (kNN) and hidden Markov
model (HMM) classifiers. An unclassified pattern is assigned
to the class of its nearest neighbour. The similarity between
two points in the multi-dimensional space was defined either
via their Euclidean distance (EUC) or by a neighbourhood
counting similarity metric (NCM ) [21]. These two measures
can be extended directly to patterns, i.e. sequences of points.
(When computing the Euclidean distance between sequences
of unequal length, we truncate the longer sequence so that
its length matches the shorter sequence.) Alternatively, EUC
and NCM can be used as the underlying point-to-point
similarity measures in dynamic time warping (DTW ) [22],
longest common subsequence (LCS) [23] or all common
subsequences (ACS) [24] measures of similarity between
sequences. Thus, eight measures of similarity were evaluated
between sequences: EUC, NCM , DTW + EUC, DTW +
NCM , LCS + EUC, LCS + NCM , ACS + EUC and
ACS + NCM . The performances of these measures were
evaluated because some of these measures are widely used
and are known to handle variation in time series data well.
The kNN classifier along with the similarity measures were
coded from scratch.

HMM was used with three Gaussian and six states and
EUC was the default similarity measure for this model. HMM
was implemented using the Kevin Murphy toolbox [25] for
HMM.

The classification regime was ten fold cross validation. The
dataset was arranged such that the test set contained one video
from each action category and the remaining videos from those
categories were used as the training set. The following section
(Section V) lists the performance of the two classifiers.

V. RESULTS

This section lists the performance of all the classifiers using
HOOF and RMV feature set on KTH and Weizmann videos.
In this study HOOF is the optical flow feature set which
lacks spatial information, i.e. any spatial relationship in the
videos is lost when HOOF is extracted. On the contrary, when
RMV feature is extracted, spatial correlations in the videos
are also preserved. Thus, it is expected that a comparison of
the performances of several classifiers(HMM and kNN in this
study) using HOOF and RMV will illustrate the importance of
considering spatial information during video activity recogni-
tion.

In this section, first the performance of the classifiers on
the KTH dataset is listed, followed by the performance of the
classifiers on the Weizmann dataset.

A. Performance of HMM and kNN on KTH dataset

Table I presents the performance of kNN and HMM on
the KTH dataset. In the table the first column represents the
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feature set used (RMV or HOOF) for activity recognition, the
second column lists the classifiers used. It can be noted that
several similarity measures (EUC, NCM , DTW + EUC,
DTW +NCM , LCS+EUC, LCS+NCM , ACS+EUC
and ACS +NCM ) have been explicitly specified with kNN
in the second column. The measures indicate the method
used with kNN to calculate similarity between two sequences
while recognising activities. HMM was used with only EUC
distance measure and hence the measure has not been specified
explicitly. The following columns three to six list the perfor-
mance of both the classifiers on varying dimension of HOOF
and RMV data. The varying dimensions have been indicated
in the header as 5 PCs, 8 PCs, 12 PCs and 16 PCs. Here, PC
stands for principle components and 5, 8, 12 and 16 stands for
the number of principle components selected.

TABLE I. THE PERFORMANCE OF HMM & KNN WITH VARIOUS

SIMILARITY MEASURES ON KTH DATASET USING BOTH THE HOOF AND

THE RMV FEATURES. IN THE COLUMN HEADINGS, PC STANDS FOR

PRINCIPLE COMPONENTS.

Feature set Classifiers 5PCs 8PCs 12PCs 16PCs

HOOF

HMM 59 63 68 68

kNN + EUC 59 64 67 66

kNN + NCM 19 17 16 16

kNN + (DTW + EUC) 60 67 70 72

kNN + (DTW + NCM) 21 22 24 25

kNN + (LCS + EUC) 26 25 25 24

kNN + (LCS + NCM) 23 26 25 23

kNN + (ACS + EUC) 22 21 21 21

kNN + (ACS + NCM) 21 21 22 19

RMV

HMM 61 67 72 71

kNN + EUC 86 88 89 90

kNN + NCM 70 56 50 43

kNN + (DTW + EUC) 77 77 78 79

kNN + (DTW + NCM) 33 38 45 50

kNN + (LCS + EUC) 34 38 33 16

kNN + (LCS + NCM) 34 37 40 46

kNN + (ACS + EUC) 33 35 33 33

kNN + (ACS + NCM) 33 34 33 33

Following Table I, the performance of HMM and kNN
on varying dimensional HOOF has been compared with their
performance of varying dimensional RMV. The comparisons
have been represented graphically in Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4.
In the figures, classifiers are listed on the x-axis and the
classification accuracy (activity recognition rate) achieved by
them is listed on the y-axis.

Figure 1 compares the performance of HMM and
kNN classifiers using five dimensional HOOF with their
performance using five dimensional RMV data. It can
be observed that performance of both HMM and KNN
improves when RMV is used instead of HOOF. For HMM
the improvement is marginal from 59% when HOOF is used
to 61% when RMV is used. Significant improvement is
noticed in cases where kNN was used with EUC and NCM
similarity measures. In case of kNN with EUC the change
was from 59% to 86% and in case of kNN with NCM it
was from 18% to 70%. The improvement in accuracy when
RMV is used instead of HOOF indicates the importance of
preserving spatial information in video data.

Fig. 1. Comparison of the performances of different classifiers on five
dimensional HOOF and RMV data.

Fig. 2. Comparison of the performances of different classifiers on eight
dimensional HOOF and RMV data.

Figure 2 presents a comparison similar to Figure 1. How-

Fig. 3. Comparison of the performances of different classifiers on twelve
dimensional HOOF and RMV data.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the performances of different classifiers on sixteen
dimensional HOOF and RMV data.

ever, instead of five dimensional HOOF and RMV data, eight
dimensional HOOF and RMV was used. It is observed that
again an improvement in classification accuracy is achieved
when RMV is used instead of HOOF. When RMV is used
with kNN for activity recognition EUC and NCM similarity
measures perform significantly better than when HOOF is
used with kNN. kNN + EUC achieved an accuracy of
64% when HOOF is used (spatial information in videos is
ignored) and it achieves an accuracy of 88% when RMV is
used (spatial information in KTH videos is considered). The
accuracy obtained by kNN + NCM in absence of spatial
information (HOOF feature set is used) is 17% and in presence
of spatial information (RMV feature is used) is 56%. The
results thus again show the importance of considering such
spatial information.

Trend similar to Figure 1 and Figure 2 is also noted in Fig-
ure 3 and Figure 4, illustrating the importance of considering
spatial information in videos.

It is also noted that in Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 kNN
with DTW +EUC performs well consistently. When HOOF
is used the accuracies are 60%, 67%, 70% and 72% for
five, eight, twelve and sixteen dimensional HOOF data and
when RMV is used the accuracies are 77%, 77%, 78% and
79% again for five, eight, twelve and sixteen dimensional
data. Thus, for DTW + EUC the accuracies are relatively
stable through varying dimensional data. This was expected
because DTW is designed in such a way that it calculates
a similarity score between two given sequences by match-
ing each element of one sequence with every element of
the other sequence. Such a matching facilitates comparing
sequences having different number of frames which is very
common in video data. Varying number of frames intro-
duce a different type of variation which also hinders activity
recognition. As DTW handles such variation, its perfor-
mance is relatively steady and superior to other similarity
measures (for example when the data is five dimensional
data, DTW + EUC with kNN gives an accuracy of 60%
which is higher than other measures such as NCM (18%),
LCS + EUC (26%), LCS + NCM (23%), ACS + EUC
(22%) and ACS + NCM (21%).) during activity recogni-
tion.

However, it is also observed that although DTW +EUC
outperformed all the measures but DTW +NCM performed
poorly. This can be attributed to the different underlying
point to point similarity measure that has been used with
DTW . When the performance of EUC and NCM alone
is compared, it is observed that when HOOF is used EUC
performs significantly better than NCM with an accuracy
of 59% (accuracy obtained using NCM is 18%). A pos-
sible explanation for such a performance of NCM is its
ability to work better on correlated data than uncorrelated
data. This explanation is supported by the improvement in
NCM ’s performance when RMV, where the data is spatially
correlated is used instead of HOOF, where the data is un-
correlated. The accuracy obtained by NCM when RMV is
used is 70% and when HOOF is used is 18%. The behaviour
of NCM on correlated and uncorrelated data extends to
DTW when these two measures are used as the underlying
point to point measure with DTW . Thus, DTW + EUC
performs superior to DTW + NCM . This behaviour of
NCM also supports considering spatial relationships and
preserving spatial information during video activity recogni-
tion.

The next subsection lists and reviews the performance of
kNN and HMM on Weizmann videos in the presence and
absence of spatial information. Again, presence of spatial
information is ensured by using RMV as the feature set and
absence of the information is ensured by using HOOF.

B. Performance of kNN and HMM on Weizmann dataset

In this subsection table II shows the performance of kNN
and HMM using HOOF and RMV features. Similar to table I,
column one shows the feature set being used, column 2 lists the
classifiers and the rest of the columns (3-6) lists the obtained
classification accuracy with varying dimensional HOOF and
RMV.

Following the table are figures 5, 6, 7 and 8 which
compare the performances of the classifiers while using five,
eight, twelve and sixteen dimensional HOOF and RMV
respectively.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the performances of different classifiers on Weizmann
dataset using five dimensional HOOF and RMV.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the performances of different classifiers on Weizmann
dataset using eight dimensional HOOF and RMV.

Fig. 7. Comparison of the performances of different classifiers on Weizmann
dataset using twelve dimensional HOOF and RMV.

Fig. 8. Comparison of the performances of different classifiers on Weizmann
dataset using sixteen dimensional HOOF and RMV.

TABLE II. THE PERFORMANCE OF HMM & KNN WITH VARIOUS

SIMILARITY MEASURES ON WEIZMANN DATASET USING BOTH THE HOOF
AND THE RMV FEATURES. IN THE COLUMN HEADINGS, PC STANDS FOR

PRINCIPLE COMPONENTS.

Feature set Classifiers 5PCs 8PCs 12PCs 16PCs

HOOF

HMM 66 69 62 67

kNN + EUC 29 21 13 13

kNN + NCM 57 58 54 54

kNN + (DTW + EUC) 59 57 49 41

kNN + (DTW + NCM) 10 22 30 31

kNN + (LCS + EUC) 13 10 13 11

kNN + (LCS + NCM) 10 13 22 33

kNN + (ACS + EUC) 11 10 9 8

kNN + (ACS + NCM) 9 12 12 12

RMV

HMM 60 64 60 59

kNN + EUC 58 46 51 51

kNN + NCM 57 41 52 56

kNN + (DTW + EUC) 56 50 58 53

kNN + (DTW + NCM) 12 18 27 31

kNN + (LCS + EUC) 10 14 3 16

kNN + (LCS + NCM) 20 27 28 32

kNN + (ACS + EUC) 12 10 11 9

kNN + (ACS + NCM) 16 17 16 19

From the figures, it can be seen that on several occasions,
the performance of kNN increases when RMV is used instead
of HOOF. An example is the improvement in classification
accuracy from 29 to 58 for kNN+EUC when 5PC RMV is used
instead of 5PC HOOF. Another example is the performance
of kNN + (DTW+EUC) using 12 dimensional features. When
12 dimensional HOOF is used, the classification accuracy is
49, and when 12 dimensional RMV is used, the classification
accuracy is 58. However, for some cases, the performance
of the classifiers are either comparable or remains the same.
For example,the highest classification accuracy obtained using
kNN+(DTW+EUC) and 5 dimensional HOOF feature set is 59.
However, when 5 dimensional RMV is used for the same case,
the accuracy is 56. Then the performance of kNN + NCM on
5 dimensional HOOF is 57 which remains unchanged when 5
dimensional RMV is used.

Therefore, from the above results it can be observed that
there is a significant improvement in the performance of the
classifiers when RMV is used instead of HOOF on the KTH
dataset. However, no such significant performance difference
was noted for the classifiers when tested on Weizmann dataset
using RMV and HOOF features. This can be attributed to
the lack of direction information in the RMV feature set.
Incorporating direction information in the feature set ensures
that the direction (left to right or right to left) of mobile
actions (jog, run, skip, walk) does not affect the classification /
recognition results. As there are less number of mobile actions
in the KTH dataset than the Weizmann dataset, lack of this
information does not affect the overall performance of the
classifiers on the KTH dataset. However, a closer look at
the confusion matrix of the KTH dataset reveals that most
of the misclassification is among the mobile activities, which
in case of RMV can be attributed to the absence of direction
information in the RMV feature set.
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The competitive and sometimes better performance of all
the classifiers on the Weizmann dataset does not reduce the
significance of the proposed feature set. On the contrary, it
shows the potential of the feature by performing well (on
KTH dataset) and at par (on Weizmann dataset), even after
the lack of direction information. This shows that beside
direction, spatial relationships also play an important role in
action classification and, thus, features preserving such spatial
relationships are required.

Finally, it can be observed that the dimension of the data
has been varied from five to sixteen. Data higher than sixteen
dimension was not considered because the performance of the
classifiers for most of the cases attains stability after eight
dimensional HOOF and RMV data. Further, the computation
time of kNN increases with increasing dimension and hence
considering very high dimensional data is undesirable. Last but
not the least, training HMM on such high dimensional data is
not only time consuming but requires large number of training
samples. As huge number of data may not always be available,
data with dimension higher than sixteen is not considered.

VI. CONCLUSION

The main aim of this paper was to study the effects of
spatial information in video data analysis. For this, the paper
focussed on video activity recognition and videos from the
KTH and Weizmann datasets, which are activity datasets, were
selected for this purpose. Recognition was performed using
two classifiers - kNN and HMM, trained firstly on HOOF
and then on RMV features. HOOF is an optical flow based
feature set which ignores any spatial information and therefore
applying any classifier on such a feature set illustrates a
scenario where spatial information has been ignored (absence
of spatial information). RMV on the contrary is an optical
flow based feature set where spatial information is preserved.
Thus, any spatial relationships among objects in a video or
object and background in a video is present in the feature
set. A comparison of the performances of the classifiers with
HOOF and RMV illustrated the effect of the presence and
absence of spatial information on video activity recognition.
Results show significant improvement in the performance of
kNN classifier on KTH dataset, when spatial information is
preserved. For example, kNN with EUC achieved an accuracy
of 59% when trained with five dimensional HOOF data. This
accuracy improved to 86% when five dimensional RMV data
was used to train the kNN.

On the Weizmann dataset, when RMV is used in place of
HOOF, the performance of the classifiers in some cases shows
significant improvement. For example, while using kNN with
EUC distance, the accuracy increases from 29% to 58% (when
RMV is used instead of HOOF). Another example is when
kNN is used with DTW+EUC, the accuracy increases from
49% to 58% when 12 dimensional RMV is used instead of 12
dimensional HOOF. For other cases, the performance of the
classifiers are comparable. For example, the performance of
kNN + NCM remains the same, at 57%, irrespective of the
feature used.

VII. FUTURE WORK

Although the performance of kNN on using RMV, either
increased or was comparable, improvement in the performance

of HMM however was not very high. On the KTH dataset, with
HOOF as the feature set, HMM achieved an recognition rate
of 59% and with RMV feature set it obtained a recognition
rate of 61%. Therefore, there is a scope of improving the
performance of HMM further. Figures 9 and 10 shows the
confusion matrices created by HMM when HOOF and RMV
features are used respectively on the KTH dataset.

Fig. 9. Confusion matrix showing the performance of HMM when HOOF
feature is used for activity recognition.

Fig. 10. Confusion matrix showing the performance of HMM when RMV
feature is used for activity recognition.

The matrices reveal the following flaws while performing
activity recognition:

• The classifier discriminates very well between static
(boxing, clapping, waving) and mobile (jogging, walk-
ing and running) activities, less well between different
static activities, and quite poorly between different
mobile activities. Static activities in a video refer to
activities where a subject is standing at one constant
position. Mobile activities refer to activities where a
subject is moving along the field of view throughout
the video. Thus, while boxing, clapping and waving in
the KTH dataset are static activities, jogging, running
and walking are mobile activities.

• The pace of mobile activities increases naturally from
walking to jogging to running. Intuitively, one would
expect that walking is misclassified as jogging more
frequently than it is misclassified as running, and,
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likewise, running is misclassified as jogging more fre-
quently than it is misclassified as walking. However,
this is not reflected in the confusion matrix which was
obtained using RMV.

Future attempts to improve the performance of HMM can
concentrate on solving these flaws.

Some other possible future works are as follows:

• RMV ignores direction of the flow vectors. For activity
recognition direction is one of the important factors.
Future attempts will try to incorporate direction into
RMV.

• In RMV spatial information was incorporated by di-
viding a frame into sub-regions which are spatially
correlated to each other. This division was done using
a grid of resolution r× s. The values of r and s were
chosen as 10 and 20 respectively for the KTH dataset
and as 18 and 16 respectively for the Weizmann
dataset. However, these are not constant values and
can be varied, i.e. a grid of different resolution can be
chosen for the same dataset. Also, the values of r and
s varies from one dataset to another. Future research
can concentrate on studying the effect of varying r
and s on a dataset and also on coming up with a more
principled approach of selecting the values of r and
s.

• Next, converting any feature set to their BOW repre-
sentation and then using them with SVM for activity
recognition is the state of the art in the activity
recognition field. Thus, in future, RMV can also be
converted it to its BOW representation and used with
SVM to further assess its potentiality in video activity
recognition. Further, the performance of RMV in its
BOW form can be compared with the performance of
HOOF in its BOW format. As RMV captures spatial
information, spatial information is also added to its
BOW representation. Similarly, as HOOF does not
capture spatial information, its BOW form does not
inherit any such information. A comparison between
the BOW of RMV and BOW of HOOF will further
illustrate the importance of spatial information.

• Finally, BOW itself lacks any spatial information and
previously attempts have been made to incorporate
spatial information in BOW. Some of these works
include spatial pyramid [16] and CBOW [15]. A
comparison of RMV in its BOW form with these
works ([16] and [15]) on activity data may be another
interesting research direction.
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